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Chapter 2966 
With terrifying energy enough to destroy the world, that giant claw grabbed the old man 
with a roar! 

Boom! 

The power of lightning that covered the claw desperately fought against the power of 
the rules of this world. There should be some kind of special restriction that prevented 
the giant claw from entering this world. 

The old man snorted coldly and waved his hand. A green sword light as big as a 
mountain slashed the dark giant claw. At the same time, the old man roared, “Since you 
insist, I’ll cut your claw off! I’ll show you that this world is not something guys like you 
can covet!” 

Buzz! 

The green sword dazzled brilliantly. Thousands of sword lights slashed from the huge 
green sword toward the huge black claw that covered the sky! 

Poof! 

The giant claw was cut off, and a terrifying roar resounded all around! 

“Damn you! How dare you hurt me? If not for the rules of restriction here, I can easily kill 
you!” 

The old man sneered and said, “Hmph! It’s still too early for you to set foot in this world! 
I advise you to go back to your other shore and stop testing the rules of the Great Path 
here! Otherwise, your head will roll the next time!” 

“Insolence! How dare a humble bug as you speak to me like this?! I want to see what 
this world can do to me!” With a roar, a crack suddenly appeared in the sky. 

Two sharp giant claws grabbed both sides of the crack and ripped it apart. However, the 
two giant claws were also under tremendous restrictive pressure. 

Roar! 

Philip looked up and saw a huge red eyeball in the crack peering down at them and this 
world. That eyeball was extremely terrifying and shocking. It made them want to run 
away. 



One after another, terrifying auras from the other shore leaked out from the crack. 

“Found you!” 

Suddenly, a cold voice came from the crack. Immediately after, a huge arm covered 
with scales poked out from the crack and grabbed Philip. 

Its target was Philip! 

Philip froze in place. He wanted to move, but the pressure from the sky prevented him 
from doing so. The aura of the emperor from the other shore locked onto Philip. 

The old man snorted coldly, soared to the sky, and slashed his huge green sword at the 
giant claw that was grabbing Philip. 

“How dare you target the future of my human race? I’ll get you!” 

Rumble! 

The green sword light bloomed like 10,000 rays of light and slashed on the huge claw. 
However, this time, the green sword light did not cut off the giant claw. Too much power 
of rules was intertwined on the giant claw, which resisted the green sword light! 

The giant claw reached out for Philip again and said with a sneer, “As long as I crush 
you to death, this world can no longer compete with the other shore! Today, I’m going to 
break the rules of this world, sever this eternal cause and effect, and destroy the hopes 
of you humble humans!” 

Chapter 2967 
Philip stared with wide eyes at the huge claw that grabbed toward him. The claw was 
full of lightning and chaotic energy that was enough to kill any powerhouse at the peak 
of the seventh zone. Even a half-step to the other shore seemed very insignificant in the 
face of this giant claw. However, at this moment, the golden mark on Philip’s arm 
suddenly dazzled with a golden glow. 

The little guy suddenly sprang out from Philip’s arm. With a golden body that looked like 
a lamb with two horns, it roared clearly. Then, with its horn, it butted the huge black 
claw! 

One was the overwhelming black claw enough to kill anyone at the peak of the seventh 
zone. One was a little guy of the White Marsh royal family as small as an ant. There 
was no comparison between the two at all! 

Just like a boat in the vast ocean, it was a suicide attempt! 

However… 



Boom! 

The horns on the little guy‘s head actually burst out with dazzling energy that could 
compete with the sharp claw. The sharp claw was blasted out by the little guy. 

“Royal White Marsh! Damn you!” The emperor in the sky roared angrily, “How dare the 
White Marsh family betray the other shore?! On behalf of the nine royal families, I’m 
going to kill you, this rebel!” 

An angry roar! That imposing claw grabbed again! 

The hunched old man shouted angrily at this moment, “How dare you?!” 

Boom! 

A soaring sword light split into three like three green peaks and slashed at the giant 
claws with dragon roars. The claw was cut and fell to the ground. 

The emperor in the sky shouted angrily, “Damn you! I’m going to kill you!” 

After that, the huge red eyeball wanted to break through that crack and was desperately 
trying to squeeze in. 

The eyeball was bloodshot, and the black pupil rolled around like a wild beast. A huge 
head covered with the power of chaotic energy was about to poke through the crack. 

Suddenly, another figure appeared. The aura of an emperor rippled. He wore a golden 
battle robe with a golden sword on his waist. He stood proudly in the sky and looked 
down on the world. He looked at the creature trying to break through the cracks and 
said solemnly, “Emperor of the other shore, you’ve crossed the line!” 

Buzz! 

As soon as he said that, the golden dragon sword on his waist soared to the sky, turned 
into a huge golden dragon, and slammed into the huge head covered with chaotic 
energy. 

The head was blown back into the crack! 

The emperor roared indignantly, “Why?! Why is there such a strong being in this 
abandoned world of yours? Damn it! How hateful!” 

Immediately after, the imposing figure waved his hand, and the crack was immediately 
filled and repaired by the power of rules. That indignant roar became weaker and 
weaker before finally disappearing. 



Everyone was shocked and looked up at the golden figure in the sky. 

The old man immediately knelt and said, “I, Cody Crane, pay my respects to the 
Imperial Preceptor…” 

The Imperial Preceptor! That was the Imperial Preceptor! 

The Imperial Preceptor turned around and swept his eyes across everyone. He looked 
at Philip and said, “After everything is over, come to the Imperial Palace…” 

With that said, the Imperial Preceptor disappeared again. 

At this moment, Philip was still immersed in shock! 

Cody Crane got up, looked at Philip, and said, “The space here is about to collapse. 
Come out with me!” 

Everyone quickly followed Cody and left! 

When Philip and the others came out, 100,000 soldiers were already gathered near the 
Mystic Cave. 

Claus Motley and the others were already waiting at the door. They finally breathed a 
sigh of relief when they saw Philip and the others come out safe and sound. 

“Mr. Crane,” Claus greeted respectfully and was about to approach. 

However, suddenly, Mystic Cave shook violently and a crack appeared in the sky. 

A roar resounded throughout the world, “I refuse to accept this!” 

Boom! 

A black sharp sword shot out from the crack with destructive power and slashed at 
Philip! 

“Philip! Watch out!” Layla Nolan rushed over and pushed Philip away. 

Chapter 2968 
This attack from the crack in the sky was extremely powerful, like a blow full of anger 
from a strong being. 

Boom! 

This black sword energy with terrifying power and mighty power of rules slashed at 
Philip from the crack in the sky/ 



At the scene, 100,000 guards were dumbfounded! 

Claus and the others were also shocked by this huge aura. By the time they could react, 
the black sword energy was already less than an inch away from Philip. At that time, 
Philip felt that his whole body was engulfed by a huge pressure. He could not mobilize 
his power of the rule even if he wanted to. Even a powerhouse at the peak of the 
seventh zone would be reduced to ashes under this attack! 

Claus was shocked and immediately countered with an attack at the black sword energy 
while shouting angrily, “Emperor of the other shore, you’re crossing the line by force and 
destroying the future of the human race!” 

The hunched old man also glared at the sky and immediately slashed out a green sword 
light that carried terrifying energy rules at the black sword light! 

At the same time, he shouted angrily, “How dare you?!” 

“Philip!” At the critical juncture, Layla rushed forward and pushed Philip away! 

Boom! 

This was an attack filled with anger from the emperor on the other shore that blasted 
Layla. She was sent flying dozens of meters away, and her body was covered in blood. 

“Layla!” Philip shouted as his pupils constricted. He ran forward and grabbed Layla in 
his arms! 

Layla was held in Philip’s arms. She was covered in blood but forced a smile and said, 
“Philip, don’t forget what you promised me…” 

After saying this, Layla’s breathing became very weak like a light that could extinguish 
at any time. 

“How is she?” 

Claus and Cody ran over, looked at Layla, and said anxiously, “It’s not good. Her vital 
signs are getting weak. She needs immediate rescue!” 

If not for the two attacks from Claus and Cody that had deflected most of the power of 
the black sword, this blow would have killed Layla in an instant. 

“Send her to my residence. I have a doctor there,” Claus said. 

Philip had no time to think about it. First, he took out a pill from Layla’s pocket from 
earlier and fed her one to maintain the weak vitality in Layla’s body that could go out at 
any time. Then, Philip carried Layla and followed Claus to his residence. 



“Uncle Samuel, what should we do? The secret treasure of the ancient sage is in 
Philip’s hands…” Standing on the far side, Hugh said angrily as he watched Philip leave 
with the seriously injured Layla in his arms. 

Samuel frowned and said coldly, “No rush. Now that Layla is seriously injured, it’s the 
most beneficial to us! We need to call home immediately!” 

After that, Samuel and the others found the opportunity to leave Mystic Cave. After the 
crowd dispersed, the guards remained. 

Windsor Well stood on the spot, looked at Mystic Cave grimly, and said, “I missed this 
opportunity… I wonder when the next time will be…” 

Chapter 2969 
Back to Philip’s side. He carried Layla, who was covered in blood and breathing weakly, 
to Claus’ residence. Claus personally arranged for a famous doctor to treat Layla. 

Philip and the others waited outside the door anxiously. 

Claus walked up to Philip and said, “Young Patriarch Clarke, don’t worry. There’s no 
injury that Dr. Hoff can’t heal in this world. It just happens that I have some questions for 
you.” 

Philip frowned and looked at Claus. Then, they walked to the garden. 

Claus served Philip some tea and said, “Young Patriarch Clarke, do you know what 
happened in the outside world while you were having the challenge in Mystic Cave?” 

Philip took a sip of tea and said, “Please speak your mind, Dragon King Motley.” 

Claus still felt apprehensive as he sighed and said, “Mystic Cave is a passage that 
leads to the other shore. While you were having the challenge, a crack appeared in this 
passage, and many powerful beings from the other side kept attacking the crack in the 
passage, trying to force their way into this world…” 

“100,000 guards of Mystic City have been deployed all around, and tens of thousands of 
disciples and special guards from Cochly Mountain joined the ranks. Even the four great 
supremes were urgently summoned to stand guard and prevent the massive invasion of 
creatures from the other shore. It can be said that our country nearly experienced a 
catastrophe that could’ve destroyed our civilization just now…” 

Hearing this, Philip was shocked. He said, “Dragon King Motley, are you serious?” 

Philip could already imagine the outcome if the passage had collapsed, allowing for the 
massive invasion of creatures from the other shore. 



On the challenge ground, those extraterrestrial beasts from the other shore were 
extremely ferocious. They were definitely not something that the current human race 
could resist. Moreover, Philip had no idea what the strength of the emperor was just 
now. 

“However, just as the crack was about to break, the passage was closed and the crack 
was mended.” 

Claus said suddenly and looked at Philip. With doubts in his eyes, he asked, “Did you 
get the secret treasure of the ancient sage?” 

Philip was startled before he smiled and said, “I got it…” 

Claus nodded and said, “I guessed it right. It’s your luck to get the treasure. Maybe it’s 
all destined to be. Now, I want to find out what happened in the challenge ground that 
could force the powerful beings from the other shore back. Even the cracks were 
mended.” 

After asking this question, Claus looked at Philip and waited for his answer. 

Philip frowned and thought of the scene where the little guy on his arm resisted the 
emperor of the other shore. 

Was it because of this little guy? 

After that, the Imperial Preceptor showed up. Philip could not be certain and could only 
tell Claus about what happened. 

After hearing the story, Claus was full of astonishment. He looked at the golden mark on 
Philip’s arm, shook his head, and said, “I didn’t expect that you to have the mark of the 
royal family from the other shore. This is incredible! This mark is filled with a supreme 
imperial aura! On the other shore, it’s the strongest royal family that ruled over a 
territory!” 

Hearing Claus’ words, Philip quickly asked, “You seem quite familiar with the other 
shore?” 

Claus smiled and turned around. He took out an ancient book from the inner hall, 
handed it to Philip, and said, “There’s a record in this book from Emperor Kai’s era, 
which recorded a bit of the terrain and layout of the other shore. According to rumors, 
Emperor Kai, the first emperor of all ages, once went to the other shore.” 

Hiss! 

Philip was filled with shock! 



Emperor Kai had been to the other shore?! Unbelievable! 

Claus continued, “Young Patriarch Clarke, now that the secret treasure of the ancient 
sage is in your hands, many people will want to get it. Why don’t you stay here for the 
time being?” 

Philip smiled and said, “I’ll have to trouble you, then.” 

At this time, 17 trotted over and said, “Young Patriarch, Dr. Hoff is out.” 

Chapter 2970 
Philip quickly rushed to the room. Layla lay on the bed, her face pale. Her breathing was 
still very weak. He walked over, looked at Layla’s condition, and stroked her hair. Then, 
he got up, walked out of the room, and bowed to Dr. Hoff. 

He said, “Dr. Hoff, how is my friend doing?” 

The old man in front of him was talking to Claus. Seeing Philip, he smiled and said, 
“Young Patriarch Clarke, don’t worry. Your friend is out of danger now. There’s nothing 
serious, but…” 

“But what?” Philip asked. 

Dr. Hoff shook his head and said, “She seems to have a condition that I can’t figure out. 
I’ve practiced medicine for decades, but I’ve never seen such a condition before.” 

“What condition?” Philip asked nervously. 

Dr. Hoff said, “I’m sorry, but I can’t tell. However, this condition can be both good and 
bad for your friend. The existence of this condition offsets the dead energy that ravages 
your friend’s body. It’s my first time seeing such a strange disease.” 

Hearing that, Philip frowned and asked, “What’s bad about it, then?” 

Dr. Hoff stroked his white beard and said with a sigh, “The downside is that your friend 
will feel cold all over her body every night of the full moon. If there are no special drugs 
and hot objects to resist the chills from her body, she’ll freeze to death.” 

Hearing that, Philip frowned. This condition was very strange. 

“Dr. Hoff, is there any way to treat it?” Philip asked. 

Dr. Hoff shook his head and said, “This is the first time I’ve seen this condition in my life, 
and I don‘t have any treatment method. But please rest assured that I’ll do my best to 
find a cure.” 



Philip bowed slightly to Dr. Hoff and said, “Thank you, Dr. Hoff…” 

Soon, Dr. Hoff left. Philip returned to the room again and glanced at Layla lying on the 
bed. 

Her breathing was weak, and her face was pale, but it was difficult to conceal her 
vibrant demeanor. 

After sitting for a while, Philip left the room and sat with Fennel in the garden. 

“How’s Lord Ludo?” Fennel asked. 

Philip answered, “She’s okay for the time being. She just needs rest…” 

The others nodded and Fennel said, “I just came back from outside. There are rumors 
that you’ve obtained the secret treasure of the ancient sage. Many people are already 
gathered outside the door, claiming that the ancient sage’s secret treasure belongs to 
the world. They want you to take out the secret treasure and show it to everyone.” 

“Hmph! They must be dreaming! My young patriarch was the one who got hold of the 
secret treasure. What right do they have to look at it?” 17 huffed and said indignantly. 

 


